RECALL NOTICE

Breville USA, Inc. Announces Recall of Sealing Gasket for Fast Slow Cooker, Model Number BPR600XL

HAZARD: Installing the silicone sealing gasket improperly in the lid of this pressure cooker (i.e., installing it upside down) may lead to the possibility that pressure could build up and release unexpectedly during or after a heating cycle. This could lead to scalding or burns if the user is near the appliance at the time.

RECALLED PRODUCT: Breville Fast Slow Cooker, Model Number BPR600XL

REMEDY: Consumers should not use the pressure cooker without ensuring that they have properly installed the sealing gasket in the lid as specifically directed in the product instruction manual. Breville USA, Inc. will be sending a new, gray sealing gasket with additional instructions to replace the existing silicone sealing gasket to all purchasers whose information is currently available to Breville USA, Inc., and to those who contact the company for a replacement.

For more information:

800-983-3165
6:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PT Monday through Friday

Or visit at www.brevilleusa.com and click on the recall link at the bottom of the page.

This recall is being conducted in cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission

Post Until 4/23/2016